
HERE ARE MY TOP TIPS ON
HOW TO GET ORGANISED FOR
YOUR NEXT BRANDING PHOTO

SHOOT.

BRANDING
SHOOT
GUIDE
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# 1 RESEARCH YOUR
PHOTOGRAPHER

“I don’t trust words. I trust pictures.”
— Gilles Peress

 

 My number 1 tip is to do some

research about what photographer

would work best for you. 

 

Try not to choose a photographer

based on price. Sure, this can be a

consideration, but it's more

important that you love that

photographers images and sense

they can capture what you want.

 

Instagram is a great tool for

researching. Ask friends. Actually

call the photographer and have a

chat and see if you connect with

them. You want to be able to feel

comfortable with this person so

you can relax in front of the

camera.
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# 2 WHAT IS YOUR MESSAGE
Who are you? What is your vision?

What do you want people to know

about you? What do you want to share

with your tribe? These are all great

questions to ask yourself in getting

really clear about what type of images

you want for your business.

 

Mood boards are a great way to

centralise these ideas and they also

provide your photographer with a

better understanding of what you

want. 

 

Its also essential to work with your

photographer to create an "ideal' shot

list - those images that you definately

know you want. that way you both have

a clear vision on what your working

towards.
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#3 PROPS AND PRODUCTS
 
You have now worked on your message and you
feel  comfortable with what you want your brand
to look l ike.  So now we can work on what you can
br ing along to the sess ion to help convey th is
message. 
 
A great example is  of  a Health Coach. What
works for  them is  a heap of f resh healthy food.
And as they also provide onl ine programs another
prop could be a laptop or  other e lectronic
device.  This  is  a l l  in l ine with what their  message
is  about ,  and makes i t  easy to tel l  thei r  story.
 
Or maybe you sel l  products and want to include
them in the shoot?
 
Every person and business is  total ly  unique,  so
you can discuss th is  with your photographer to
work out what would be best  for  you.
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# 4 LOCATION
Where do you feel the best

location is for your photos?

 

This varies alot depending on what

type of business you are involved

in. And the 'vibe' of your business

will determine the best location

for your shoot. 

 

Using a variety of locations also

means you can create more

diversity in your shots.

Sometimes a studio setting against

a white background can be the shot

you want. Or have a more lifestyle

vibe and be outdoors in the garden

or even a local cafe? What sits best

with the message you are giving to

your clients?

 

My favourite locations are where we

can move or wander around abit

and get shots of different spots but

in the same location. This also adds

to the fun as we can get really

creative with what you want to

achieve.
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# 5 WARDROBE
Try to organise your clothes with plenty of time so your not

rushing around at the last minute stressing yourself out. This

could be great chance to get that new outfit, or even raid a

friends closet!

 

If your session allows it, bring a couple of changes of clothes

to maximise the variety of your images. This could be as simple

as throwing on a jacket or depending on what you wanted the

photos for - a whole new outfit change.

 

Depending on the look of your brand, try to stick to the

'classics' so your photos won't date, but feel free to throw

some colour in there, and definitely stay true to your authentic

self and natural style. Your photographer is a great person to

bounce some ideas around with, and will be able to tell you

what will and won't work.
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#6 ITS ALL ABOUT YOU
 

You have realised that good looking content is an important

part of your marketing strategy for your business and you are

ready to take it to the next level! You have done all the

ground work, and now its all about you! Make the most of this

opportunity to present the best version of you. If you don't

want to do it yourself, book a makeup artist. Are you due for

a hair cut, or your next manicure? Make sure these things are

booked plenty of time in advance to avoid unnecessary

stress, and most importantly make sure you have fun with it!
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Final checklist 
#1 Research your photographer

#2 Get clear on your message

#3 Props and products

#4 Location

#5 Wardrobe

#6 Its all about you

 

I understand it can be a daunting experience, and you totally hate

the idea of getting in front of the camera, but your voice is

interesting and unique and deserves to be told. I can help with

images for your:

Website / Promotions / Instagram / Facebook

We can tell your story and highlight your products in a fun and

engaging way.

 

      Follow me on my Website   or                or

INVEST IN YOUR SELF

Lanie Sims Photography

https://www.laniesimsphotography.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Lanie-Sims-Photography-18340737148/
https://www.instagram.com/laniesimsphotography/?hl=en

